ART BOOK

exhibition

AMATERAS FOUNDATION in Sofia, Bulgaria will organize for the second time exhibition in the frame of Sofia Paper Art Fest 2022. The exhibition is for art book and will be shown in 3 May, 2022 in The History Museum of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria.

The main aim of the exhibition is to show in the time of the fest traditional and new kind of art books. The purpose of the exhibition is to stimulate the development of this unique department of paper art. All artists or art students from all over the world without any restrictions regarding age or specialty are eligible to apply.

Application procedure

The application procedure will be in four stages as described below:

Stage One: Sending of the application materials

Deadline 15 of March 2022 - via email only

Application materials arriving after this date will not be examined.

To enter this competition, please send the following materials:

- 3 digital Images – 600/800dpi in jpg. format
- CV – short, A4 in doc. format in English
- Personal photograph – 400/600 dpi. in jpg. format
- Filled in the application form in English
- Copy of money transfer document showing the payment of the application fee of 40 Euro, via email – the address is stated below.

Selection will be made by the curator of the Sofia Paper Art Fest 2022. The list of selected works for the exhibition will be sent to the selected artists by e-mail on March 20, 2022

Application materials must be sent via email only before March 15, 2022, to:
Organizer: Daniela Todorova, M.A.
sofiapaperfest@amateras.eu

Stage Two: Sending the original art books selected in Stage 1.

Deadline April 20, 2022
Works have to arrive in Sofia, Bulgaria, no later than the deadline.

- The organizer is not responsible for any loss or damage sustained during transportation.
The works should be sent to AMATERAS Foundation — ART BOOK exhibition as PRINTED MATTER by registered airmail in a simple packet, unframed, without mounting, bearing the declaration "No commercial value".

Accepted works must be sent to the address below:

   curator: Daniela Todorova
   Address: AMATERAS Foundation
        16a, Vishneva St.,
        1164 Sofia, Bulgaria

Stage 3 - the Exhibition

   The period of the exhibition is 3 of May — 1 of June 2022 at the History Museum of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria
   Works will be for sale with a 10 % VAT.

Stage Four: Return of the originals
All applicants will receive the catalogue of the exhibition and their works back by end of the year 2022.

Conditions for returning of the works:

   • All works will be returned after an information letter from the organizers. Return is not included in the application fee. Artists are responsible for the transport in two directions
   • If the artist would like to donate the work to the organizers, this should be stated on the application form by checking yes. AMATERAS FOUNDATION will present representative selection of donated works to their special exhibition in other cities in Bulgaria and abroad.

The Entry Fee of 40 Euros

Method of payment:

   1. Bank transfers made to:
      Bank: TEXIM BANK
      Using IBAN: BG 10 TExI 9545 1406 2179 00
      BIC: TEXI BGSF
      Recipient: Daniela Todorova
      Reason of payment: application fee for ART BOOK 2022

   2. PayPal
      paperart@amateras.eu

Contact person: Daniela Todorova, M.A.
E-mail: paperart@amateras.eu

Please fill out in English the entry form for stage one:
ART BOOK
Exhibition

ENTRY FORM

Name........................................................................................................................................
Surname......................................................................................................................................
Address......................................................................................................................................
Nationality.................................................................................................................................
E – mail: .............................................................................................................. Web..........................
Tel.: ........................................................................................................... Fax:..........................................
Date of birth............................................................................................................................
Place...........................................................................................................................................
Education.................................................................................................................................male........female........................

LIST OF WORKS ENTERED FOR STAGE ONE:

1. Name of work.......................................................................................................................... donate........
   Media.................................................................................................... year.................. size........... price........

2. Name of work.......................................................................................................................... donate........
   Media.................................................................................................... year.................. size........... price........

3. Name of work.......................................................................................................................... donate........
   Media.................................................................................................... year.................. size........... price........

I accept the rules and regulations of exhibition ART BOOK.

paperart@amateras.eu

Signature /could be photos or scan/

Please fill one label for each selected work for
ART BOOK

Name ........................................
Surname .....................................
Nationality ...................................
e-mail ...........................................
Name of work ..............................
................................................
Size ........................... year ........
Media .........................................
............................ donate ............
ART BOOK

Name...........................................
Surname......................................
Nationality..................................
e-mail...........................................
Name of work ..............................
................................................
Size............................. year .................
Media.............................................
............................donate..................